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Abstract 

We have described an ingenious parameter referred to as the forcing nonsplit geodetic 

domination number of a graph. We have investigated a few results regarding the forcing 

nonsplit geodetic domination number of a graph. In addition, we have determined the forcing 

nonsplit geodetic domination number of some graphs. Also we have obtained for integers a, b 

with ,0 ba   and ,1 ab  there exists a connected graph G such that   aGf nsg   and 

  .bGnsg    

1. Introduction 

By a graph  ,, EVG   we mean a simple graph with order .2n  For 

basic graph theoretic terminology, (see [3], [7]). The neighborhood of a point v 

is the set  vN  consisting of all points u which are adjacent with v. The closed 

neighborhood of a point v is the set      .vvNvN   A point v is an extreme 

point if the subgraph induced by its neighbor is complete. An vu   path of 

length  vud ,  is called an vu   geodesic. A set S of points is a geodetic set 
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[9] if    GVSI   and the minimum cardinality of such set is geodetic 

number and is denoted as  .Gg  A set of points D in a graph G is a 

dominating set [8] if each point of G is dominated by some point of D. The 

domination number  G  of G is the minimum cardinality of a dominating set 

of G. A subset S of  GV  is a geodetic dominating set [5] of G if S is a geodetic 

set and a dominating set of G. The minimum cardinality of a geodetic 

dominating set is called the geodetic domination number of G and is denoted 

by  .Gg  A geodetic set S of a graph  EVG ,  is a nonsplit geodetic set 

[12] if SV   is connected. The nonsplit geodetic number  Ggns  of G is the 

minimum cardinality of a nonsplit geodetic set of G. A set  GVS   is said to 

be a nonsplit geodetic dominating set [2] of G if S is both a nonsplit geodetic 

set and a dominating set of  SVG   is connected). The minimum 

cardinality of nonsplit geodetic dominating set of G is called the nonsplit 

geodetic domination number of G and is denoted by  .Gnsg   

We present some basic information in this area that help in the creation 

of the paper. In section 2, we defined and demonstrated the forcing nonsplit 

geodetic domination number of a graph. Section 3 contains the paper’s 

conclusion. In the sequel, the following results are used. 

Theorem 1.1 [2]. If G is a connected graph with n points, then 

    .12  nGGg nsg   

Definition 1.2 [7]. The join of G and H is denoted as HG   and is 

defined as the graph with HG   and all edges joining  GV  and  .HV   

2. Forcing Nonsplit Geodetic Domination Number of a Graph 

In this section we define the forcing nonsplit geodetic domination number 

 Gf nsg  of a graph and initiate a study of this parameter. 

Definition 2.1. Let G be a connected graph and S be a minimum nonsplit 

geodetic dominating set of G. A subset ST   is called a forcing subset of S, 

if S is the unique minimum nonsplit geodetic dominating set containing T. 

The forcing subset of S of minimum cardinality is the minimum forcing 

subset of S. The forcing nonsplit geodetic domination number of S denoted by 
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 Sf nsg  is the cardinality of the minimum forcing subset of S and is given by 

    ,min SfGf nsgnsg    where the minimum is taken over all minimum 

nonsplit geodetic dominating sets S of G. 

Example 2.2. For the graph G given in Figure 1,  76311 ,,, ddddS   

and  76422 ,,, ddddS   are the only two minimum nonsplit geodetic 

dominating sets of G such that   11  Sf nsg  and   .12  Sf nsg  Hence 

  .1 Gf nsg  

 

Figure 1. A graph G with   .1 Gf nsg   

Theorem 2.3. For any connected graph G,    GGf nsgnsg  0  

.1 n  

Proof. It is clear from the definition of forcing nonsplit geodetic 

dominating set of G that,   .0 Gf nsg  Let S be a minimum nonsplit geodetic 

dominating set of G. Since    GGf nsgnsg   and     ,min SfGf nsgnsg     

it follows that    .GGf nsgnsg   Also from Theorem 1.1,   .1 nGnsg  

Therefore     .10   nGGf nsgnsg  □ 

Theorem 2.4. Let G be a connected graph. Then 

1.   0 Gf nsg  if and only if G has a unique nonsplit geodetic dominating 

set. 

2.   1 Gf nsg  if and only if G has at least two nonsplit geodetic 

dominating set, there exists an element in one of the nonsplit geodetic 

dominating sets which is not in any other nonsplit geodetic dominating set. 
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3.    GGf nsgnsg   if and only if there is no unique nonsplit geodetic 

dominating set containing any of its proper subsets. 

Proof. 1. Assume that   .0 Gf nsg  Then by definition 2.1,   0 Sf nsg  

for some nonsplit geodetic dominating set S of G. So the empty set is the 

minimum forcing subset for S. Since the empty set is always a subset of any 

set, it follows that S is the unique nonsplit geodetic dominating set of G. 

Conversely, assume that S is the unique nonsplit geodetic dominating set. It 

is clear that  is the forcing subset of S. Thus   .0 Gf nsg  

2.   .1 Gf nsg  Then by Theorem 2.4 (1), G has at least two minimum 

nonsplit geodetic dominating sets. There is a singleton subset 1S  of a 

minimum nonsplit geodetic dominating set S of G such that 1S  is not a 

subset of any other minimum nonsplit geodetic dominating set of G. Thus S is 

the unique minimum nonsplit geodetic dominating set containing one of its 

elements. Conversely, assume that G has at least two nonsplit geodetic 

dominating sets, there exists an element in one of the nonsplit geodetic 

dominating sets which is not in any other nonsplit geodetic dominating set. 

Clearly,   .1 Gf nsg  

3. Let    .GGf nsgnsg   Then    ,GSf nsggs   for every minimum 

nonsplit geodetic dominating set S in G. Also by the Theorem 2.3, 

  2 Gnsg  and hence   .2 Gf nsg  Then by Theorem 2.4 (1), G has at least 

two minimum nonsplit geodetic dominating sets, so that the empty set is not 

a forcing subset for any minimum nonsplit geodetic dominating set of G. 

Since    ,GSf nsgnsg   no proper subset of S is a forcing subset of S. Thus 

no minimum nonsplit geodetic dominating set of G is the unique minimum 

nonsplit geodetic dominating set containing any of its proper subsets. 

Conversely, assume that no minimum nonsplit geodetic dominating set of 

G is the unique minimum nonsplit geodetic dominating set containing any of 

its proper subsets. To show that    .GGf nsgnsg   By our assumption G 

contains more than one minimum nonsplit geodetic dominating set and no 

subset of any minimum nonsplit geodetic dominating set S other than 0S  is a 

forcing subset for S. Hence,    .GGf nsgnsg    □ 
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Definition 2.5. A vertex v of G is said to be nonsplit geodetic dominating 

point of G, if v belongs to every nonsplit geodetic dominating set of G. 

Example 2.6. For the graph G given in Figure 1, 6d  and 7d  are the 

nonsplit geodetic dominating points of G. 

Theorem 2.7. Let G be a connected graph and W be the set of all nonsplit 

geodetic dominating points of G, then     .WGGf nsgnsg    

Proof. Let S be a minimum nonsplit geodetic dominating set of G, then 

  SWSGnsg  ,  and S is the unique minimum nonsplit geodetic 

dominating set containing .WS   Then   WSWSGf nsg   

  .WGnsg    □ 

Corollary 2.8. If G is a connected graph with k extreme points, then 

    .kGGf nsgnsg    

Theorem 2.9. For the path  ,5 nPG n   

 













 



 .5
2

3
,40

nif
n

nif
Gf nsg  

Proof. Case (i). Let .4n  Let .,,,: 43214 ddddP  Let  ., 41 ddS   It is 

clear that S is the unique minimum nonsplit geodetic dominating set of G. 

Hence it follows from Theorem 2.4 (1) that   .0 Gf nsg   

Case (ii). Let .5n   

Let .,,,,: 321 nn ddddP   It is observed that  ,,,,, 3211 nn ddddS    

      31521314212 ,,,,,,,,,,,,, nnnnnnn SdddddSdddddS   

 nn ddddd ,,,,, 1541   are the 3n  minimum nonsplit geodetic 

dominating sets. Clearly no 
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3n
 element subset is contained in any other 

minimum nonsplit geodetic dominating sets of .nP  Therefore, 

  .
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n
Gf nsg   □ 
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Theorem 2.10. For the cycle  ,4 nCG n   
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2

,54

,43

nif
n

nif

nif

Gf nsg  

Proof. Case (i). Let .4n   

Let .,,,,: 143214 bbbbbC  Clearly 4C  has four minimum nonsplit geodetic 

dominating sets such as      ,,,,,,,,, 431343223211 bbbSbbbSbbbS   

and  4214 ,, bbbS   in such a way that     ,3,3 21   SfSf nsgnsg  

  33  Sf nsg  and   .34  Sf nsg  Hence,   .34  Cf nsg   

Case (ii). Let .5n  

Let .,,,,,: 1543215 bbbbbbC  It is observed that 5C  has five minimum 

nonsplit geodetic dominating sets    ,,,,,,,, 5432243211 bbbbSbbbbS   

   5421454313 ,,,,,,, bbbbSbbbbS   and  53215 ,,, bbbbS   such that 

        4,4,4,4 4321   SfSfSfSf nsgnsgnsgnsg  and   .45  Sf nsg  

Hence,   .45  Cf nsg  

Case (iii). Let .5n   

Let .,,,,: 121 bbbbC nn   Let S be any 2n  consecutive points of .nC  

Clearly S is a nonsplit geodetic dominating set of .nC  Every nC  has n 

minimum nonsplit geodetic dominating sets. Let  .,,, 221  nbbbS   It is 

easily verified that S is the unique nonsplit geodetic dominating set of nC  

containing  23531 ,,,,,  nn bbbbb   for n is even and  ,,,,, 4531 nbbbb   

2nb  for n is odd. Therefore   .
2





n

Cf nnsg   □ 

Theorem 2.11. For the wheel  ,6,11   nCKW nn   
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evenisnis

oddisnif
Wf nnsg  
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Proof. Case (i). Let n be odd. 

Let    121 ,,,,  nn yyyxWV   be the points of .nW  It is verified that 

 245311 ,,,,,  nn yyyyyS   and  136422 ,,,,,  nn yyyyyS   are 

the only two minimum nonsplit geodetic dominating set of nW  so that 

  11  Sf nsg  and   .12  Sf nsg  Hence   .1 nnsg Wf   

Case (ii). Let n be even. 

Let    121 ,,,,  nn yyyxWV   be the points of .nW  It is observed that 

nW  has 1n  minimum nonsplit geodetic dominating sets. Also every 

singleton subset belongs to every other minimum nonsplit geodetic 

dominating sets of .nW  Therefore   .1 nnsg Wf  Let  ,, nWVvu   where u 

and v are adjacent points. Then these adjacent points vu,  do not belong to 

any other minimum nonsplit geodetic dominating set of .nW  Hence it follows 

that   .2 nnsg Wf   □ 

Theorem 2.12. For any two integers ,2 nm    

 























.34

,3,21

,23

,2,10

,

nmif

nmif

nmif

nmif

Kf nmnsg  

Proof. Let  muuuU ,,, 21   and  nvvvV ,,, 21   be the two 

bipartite sets. 

Case (i). Let .2,1  nm   

Let  .,,, 21 nvvvS   Clearly S is the unique minimum nonsplit 

geodetic dominating set of G. Hence it is follows from Theorem 2.4 (1) that 

  .0,  nmnsg Kf   

Case (ii). Let .2 nm   

Let      211322121211 ,,,,,,,, uuvSuvvSuvvS   and 4S  

 .,, 212 uvv  Clearly 41,  iSi  are the minimum nonsplit geodetic 
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dominating sets such that       3,3,3 321   SfSfSf nsgnsgnsg  and 

  .34  Sf nsg  Hence   .3,  nmnsg Kf  

Case (iii). Let .3,2  nm  

Let  nvvvuS ,,,, 2111   and  .,,,, 2122 nvvvuS   It is clear that 

1S  and 2S  be the minimum nonsplit geodetic dominating set such that 

  11  Sf nsg  and   .12  Sf nsg  Therefore   .1,  nmnsg Kf  

Case (iv). Let .3 nm    

Let   mjivvuuS srji  1,,,,  and .1 nsr   Clearly S is the 

minimum nonsplit geodetic dominating set such that 1-element, 2 element, 3-

element subset belong to some other minimum nonsplit geodetic dominating 

sets of ., nmK  It is clear that the 4-element subset does not belong to any 

other subset of ., nmK  Therefore,   .4,  nmnsg Kf  □ 

Theorem 2.13. For the graph ,6,11   nPKG n   

 





.1

,0

oddisnif

evenisnif
Gf nsg  

Proof. Let x be a point of 1K  and 121 ,,, nhhh   be the points of .1nP   

Case (i). Let n be even. 

Let  .,,, 121  nhhhS   Clearly S is the unique minimum nonsplit 

geodetic dominating set of G. Hence it is follows from Theorem 2.4 (1) that 

  .0 Gf nsg   

Case (ii). Let n be odd. 

It is observed that,    ,,,,,,,,, 421212311  hhhShhhhS nn    

    ,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 6531
1

2

113431313  hhhhShhhhhShh nnnnn 




  13531

2

113 ,,,,,,,   nnnnn hhhhhShh   are the 
2

1n
 minimum 

nonsplit geodetic dominating sets of G. Clearly, some of the singleton subsets 
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of iS ’s are forcing subsets of iS ’s and some of the 2-element subsets of iS ’s 

are forcing subsets of iS ’s. Therefore,        ,,,min 21 SfSfGf nsgnsgnsg    

    .12,1min

2

1  nnsg Sf  □ 

Theorem 2.14. For integers a, b with ,0 ba   and ,1 ab  there 

exists a connected graph G such that   aGf nsg   and   .bGnsg    

Proof. Case 1.   .,0 baGf nsgnsg    

Let .,,,,: 543215 vvvvvP  Let H be the graph obtained from 5P  by adding 

2 new points 1h  and ,2h  and connecting them to each  .51,  ivi  Let G 

be the graph obtained from H by adding 1b  new points 121 ,,, blll   and 

connect each  11,  bili  to .2h  The resulting graph G is given in Figure 

2. 

 

Figure 2. Graph G with   .,0 baGf nsgnsg   

Let  121 ,,,  blllS   be the set of all end points of G. Clearly S is a 

subset of every nonsplit geodetic dominating set of G. But S is not a nonsplit 

geodetic dominating set of G. Let  .11 hSS   Clearly 1S  is the unique 

minimum nonsplit geodetic dominating set of G. Now, it follows from 

Theorem 2.4, that   0 Gf nsg  and   .bGnsg    

Case 2.   .baGf nsgnsg    

Let  aidydrhdC iiiiii   1,,,,: 11  be a copy of cycle 4. Let 1H  be 

the graph obtained from iC  by adding ab   new points 0121 ,,,, xlll ab   

and joining each  11,  abili  to ar  and joining 0x  to .1d  Let G be 
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the graph obtained from 1H  by identifying the edges  .1, aiyh ii   The 

resulting graph G is given in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Graph G with   .baGf nsgnsg   

Let  0121 ,,,, xlllS ab    be the set of all end points of G. First we 

show that .bnsg   It is clear that S is a subset of every nonsplit geodetic 

dominating set of G, but S is not a nonsplit geodetic dominating set of G. Let 

 .,,,,,,,,, 21211 aaa rhhhyyydQ   Let 1S  be a nsg -set of G. Then it 

is easily observed that (i) nonsplit geodetic dominating set must contain ‘a’ 

points from Q. (ii) some pairs of Q such that     SrySyd aa  ,,, 11  and 

   .1, aiShy ii   Thus   .baabGnsg   On the other hand, 

since the set  ayyydSS ,,,, 3211   is a nonsplit geodetic dominating 

set of G, it follows that   .1 bSGnsg   Hence   .bGnsg   Next we show 

that   .aGf nsg   Every nonsplit geodetic dominating set of G contains S and 

so it follows from Theorem 2.7 that      abbSGGf nsgnsg   

.a  Now since   bGnsg   and every nonsplit geodetic dominating set of G 

contains S. It is easily seen that every nonsplit geodetic dominating set 1S  is 

of the form  ajjjS ,,, 21   where .Qji   Let T be any proper subset of 

1S  with .aT   Clearly for some nonsplit geodetic dominating set 1S  such 

that .1 ST   Therefore T is not a forcing subset of .1S  Clearly 1S  is the 

unique minimum nonsplit geodetic dominating set containing  .,,, 21 ajjj   

Therefore   .aGf nsg    

3. Conclusion 

This work initiates the study of forcing nonsplit geodetic domination 
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number of a graph. The idea of forcing nonsplit geodetic domination number 

of a graph can be extended to study the forcing nonsplit edge geodetic 

domination number of a graph. 
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